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ABSTRACT: The laboratory is a mainstay in STEM education, promoting the development of critical thinking skills, dexterity, and scientific curiosity. The goals in the laboratory for nonchemistry, prehealth majors, though, could be distinguished from those for chemistry majors. In service courses such as organic chemistry, much laboratory time is often spent building discipline-specific technical skills that poorly align with the postgraduate goals of prehealth students. To address the needs of students in Muhlenberg College’s organic chemistry course for nonchemistry majors, we developed a time- and resource-saving laboratory sequence that alternates traditional experiments with computer-graded self-guided inquiry activities. This innovative sequence requires approximately half the amount of reagents and fewer staff members, and it offers increased flexibility for students and instructors compared to a traditional (i.e., weekly) lab experience. When this model was offered in 2013–15, student performances on reports, notebooks, quizzes, exams, and the ACS Organic Chemistry Exam remained consistent with grades in prior course iterations even though students spent less time in lab. Student feedback on this model has been positive, and students felt they were better able to focus on individual lab assignments. We present a detailed overview of this model along with direct and indirect assessment data.
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INTRODUCTION

Organic chemistry is a requirement for a large majority of undergraduate liberal arts biology, neuroscience, and prehealth majors, indicating that it is a valued fundamental in disciplines outside of chemistry. This course has also been a requirement for medical school admission since the mid 1970s, and the concepts of organic chemistry have been featured on the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) since it was first introduced.1,2 The MCAT 2015 revisions involved a shift away from traditional organic chemistry problems and toward chemistry presented in biological systems. In light of this change, many chemistry departments have revised their curricula to better fit the modern needs of prehealth students.3−5 The Scientific Foundations for Future Physicians (SFFP), a report addressing global concerns about education in premedical and medical school programs, suggests that chemistry departments should take into account the interests of the majority of their students when designing and teaching courses such as general and organic chemistry.3,4

Innovative curricular models geared toward premed students have also been explored in recent years, perhaps stimulated by the SFFP. These models include the following: (1) separate tracks for chemistry and nonchemistry majors; (2) a hybrid organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, and biochemistry course;5 (3) a second-semester bioorganic course in lieu of traditional second-semester organic;6−8 (4) the “organic first” approach,6−8 and (5) the 1:2:1 approach (one semester of general chemistry, two semesters of organic, and one semester of general chemistry or biochemistry).5 Certain curricular revisions have specifically involved the chemistry laboratory, and clearly, the requirement of a laboratory experience for prehealth students is less conserved across institutions. At some institutions, non-chemistry majors either enroll in one semester of lab (which may or may not be linked to the lecture)9 or they do not have a lab experience. A writing-focused lab model that alternates traditional experiments with dry laboratories has also been reported. These lab sequences are an innovative way to use time and resources more effectively, although they were not specifically geared toward prehealth students.

Although a small percentage of students enrolled in sophomore organic chemistry will pursue careers in chemistry,
in our experience much of the laboratory time has been spent teaching discipline-specific technical skills, which are arguably less important to the nonmajor than process skills that transcend chemistry. The educational community is therefore calling on chemistry educators to better articulate the learning goals of the chemistry laboratory.\textsuperscript{13,14} Clearly, some of the learning goals for a chemistry course require a laboratory experience. In the words of Reid and Shaw, “The absence of the laboratory experience may leave students with perceptions of chemistry that are very abstract and theoretical.”\textsuperscript{13} The lab can foster excitement about science and build creativity,\textsuperscript{15} honesty, perseverance, and curiosity.\textsuperscript{16} Some learning goals, however, can be accomplished outside of the laboratory (e.g., data interpretation). For nonchemistry majors, the goals accomplished outside of the laboratory may be as, if not more, important than those accomplished in the lab. For example, many organic chemistry experiments involve validation of the identity of a synthesized molecule.\textsuperscript{17,18} While there are merits to this type of experiment, most notably the development of good laboratory technique under controlled conditions, one may question the rationale for incorporating several of these experiments into a given lab sequence. Since a critical part of these experiments is the data analysis, which students can readily do outside of lab, alternating dry laboratories with wet laboratories has added benefits, including reduced cost, waste generated, and time spent in the laboratory.

Self-guided inquiry pedagogies, such as process oriented, guided inquiry learning (POGIL)\textsuperscript{19−22} and the science writing heuristic (SWH),\textsuperscript{23} have become commonplaces in the classroom and the laboratory. Evidence shows that allowing students to make their own connections and take ownership of their learning improves learning and retention.\textsuperscript{24} At Winona State University, the number of organic chemistry students who performed below the 25th percentile on the ACS Organic
Chemistry Exam decreased significantly when taught using POGIL versus a traditional lecture.21 Furthermore, students enrolled in a SWH model, a student-centered, writing-focused approach in which students decide what questions to investigate and experiments to run, scored higher on critical thinking exercises than those enrolled in a traditional laboratory.23 Finally, many of these pedagogic models promote the development of soft skills, such as time management, communication, and listening skills, which are valued in the workplace.

At Muhlenberg College, the organic chemistry laboratory curriculum was revised to dedicate more student time to process skills, which transcend chemistry and are useful in any discipline. By spending more time on critical reasoning, we strive to better fit the individual educational needs of all students enrolled in sophomore organic chemistry. This shift in emphasis was accomplished by alternating the weekly lab periods between hands-on laboratory exercises and self-guided inquiry activities that were performed outside of lab. Both direct and indirect assessments were used to measure the success of this model.

## Overview of Model

### Schedule

The laboratory schedules for Muhlenberg’s traditional (i.e., weekly; 2012−13) and alternating (2013−14/2014−15) laboratory sequences are presented in Table 1. Student enrollments all three years were typical of our department (70−80 students in the fall and 50−65 students in the spring). It should be noted that chemistry and biochemistry majors are advised to take a separate majors organic course; therefore, the students enrolled in this course were predominantly biology, neuroscience, and natural science majors, and a majority of these students were also prehealth. The laboratory periods in our department are 3 h long, and only 16 students can be in the laboratory at a given time. In the alternating sequence, a maximum of 32 students was enrolled in one time slot. Each lab was then split up into two 16-student sections (A and B). Following safety and check in at the beginning of the fall semester, section A performed laboratory experiments in the usual fashion while section B completed self-guided inquiry activities, which we will refer to as dry laboratories, alternate-week activities, or off-week activities, wrote laboratory reports, and watched technique videos. Then, the sections reversed their activities. This alternation was repeated, with a switch in the lead-off lab about midway through the semester (see the syllabi in the Supporting Information for more detailed lab schedules).

In this new model, students spent between 6 and 7 weeks per semester in the laboratory. Almost all of the experiments (~7 out of 9 per year) were modified to fit an inquiry-based model. Experiments were also carefully chosen such that students were exposed to critical laboratory techniques (e.g., extraction) at least twice throughout the year (see the Technique Competency section for more information). To support this approach, experiments such as carvone isolation28 and the Grignard reaction37 were preferable because they introduced students to multiple techniques and concepts in a short period of time. Moreover, microwave heating has shortened many of our synthetic organic experiments by dramatically reducing reaction times,31,40 often allowing for synthesis, purification, and characterization to be accomplished in one lab period.

Certain experiments from the nonalternating 2012−13 sequence were either eliminated if they did not accomplish the desired learning goals or converted into alternate-week exercises. For example, an experiment in which students measured rates for a series of $S_N1$ and $S_N2$ reactions27 was replaced by a dry laboratory (Table 1). In the traditional sequence, weeks were dedicated solely to spectral analysis; in the revised sequence, these analyses were performed as dry laboratories. Together, these changes increased the efficiency of our lab curriculum while still introducing students to key lab techniques and developing their analytical and writing skills.

### Self-Guided Inquiry Activities

Students completed 6 self-guided inquiry activities per semester focused on a range of topics (Table 1). These exercises were used to reinforce lecture material (e.g., spectroscopy, chemical mechanisms), build data interpretation and critical thinking skills, or, in some cases, introduce new material (e.g., proteins, nomenclature). Online homework/quiz platforms were used to administer and grade some of the alternate-week activities. These assignments comprised 20% of the laboratory grade, and average grades were in the mid-80s to low-90s each semester.

Some of the content-based activities focused on nomenclature. Since nomenclature is a systematic process whereby students execute a series of steps, it seems inappropriate to spend lecture time on this topic. Using Moreira’s nomenclature handout as a model,26 three nomenclature worksheets were prepared, with graduated difficulties. Prior to implementation of this new lab model, up to 20 min of lecture time per functional group had been spent on nomenclature. Incorporating nomenclature into the lab model freed up lecture time to insert biologically relevant content that tends to be omitted from a sophomore organic class due to time constraints. In addition, the biological content is better suited to the interests of nonchemistry majors and the career goals of prehealth students.

### Report Writing

Report scaffolding,41 by which students are introduced to one report section at a time, complemented this lab model nicely. Handouts focused on the abstract, results, or discussion sections of a formal report were provided for each experiment. Within each handout, students critiqued a mock report section and selected which types of information were suitable for each section. Scaffolding allowed lab instructors to provide students with more specific feedback on individual reports.

### Technique Competency

In the alternating sequence, students were introduced to melting point analysis, liquid−liquid extraction, distillation (simple, steam, and fractional), rotary evaporation, IR and NMR spectroscopies, gas chromatography−mass spectrometry (GC−MS), refractometry, polarimetry, and vacuum filtration between 2 and 4 times throughout the year. In order to compensate for the decreased number of laboratory hours, a series of technique videos was prepared by our faculty using our instrumentation and made available to students through Vimeo.42 Students were instructed to view the videos before lab and quizzed on video content to motivate compliance. By increasing student confidence and decreasing the amount of time spent on instructor demonstrations during the lab, these videos allowed the students to accomplish more in a 3 h period.
In general, student performance, measured by laboratory report grades, prelab quiz grades, lab notebook grades, 90 min lecture exam grades, fall-semester final exam grades, and ACS Organic Chemistry Exam grades (administered each spring), was consistent between our nonalternating (2012–13) and alternating lab sequences (2013–14/2014–15), as shown in Table 2. As we continue to optimize this model, we hope that student learning and performance will be improved in all areas of this course.

### Laboratory Reports

When grading laboratory reports, similar rubrics and point allocations were used to minimize instructor-to-instructor and year-to-year grade variations. It is important to note that the same grading rubrics were not used each year since past organic chemistry students could theoretically have shared them with current students. Even with fewer writing exercises in this model, students performed as well as the students in the traditional model on lab reports (Table 2), likely in part because of the section-specific handouts provided in 2013–14 and 2014–15.

### Prelab Quizzes

In the traditional and alternating lab models, weekly prelab quizzes, which quizzed students on safety, procedure, technique, theory, and physical properties of relevant compounds, were administered. Although different prelab quizzes were administered each year, to prevent past students from sharing their quizzes with current students, the compositions of the quizzes remained consistent, and similar types of questions were asked from year to year. There were larger variations in prelab quiz performances from semester to semester, especially between F2012 and F2013 (Table 2); however, the large standard deviations and grade variance among multiple instructors could explain this variation. Furthermore, prelab quiz grades were much more consistent across the spring semesters. In future years, we will continue to monitor student performance on prelab quizzes to ensure that this change has not had an adverse impact on student understanding of lab technique, theory, etc.

### Notebook Grades

We observed a decrease in notebook grades between F2012 (traditional lab) and F2013 (alternating lab), although the F2014 notebook grades go back up to ~80% (Table 2). Since the notebook grades between S2013, S2014, and S2015 are more consistent and trending upward, the F2013 notebook grades may have either been an anomaly or a result of large standard deviations and instructor-to-instructor variations. We will continue to monitor student notebook grades to ensure this new model has not negatively impacted student notebook keeping.

### Lab Practicals

At the end of the S2014 and S2015 semesters, lab practicals were administered to assess technique proficiencies. Students were responsible for six techniques, melting point analysis, rotary evaporation, refractometry, vacuum filtration, simple distillation, and liquid–liquid extraction, and they were told in advance that they would be randomly assigned two of these techniques. For each technique, stations containing the necessary equipment and glassware as well as “decoy” items (i.e., items not needed to perform the technique at hand) were set up. Throughout the practical, the instructor asked students questions about theory, which was part of the evaluation.

The lab practical averages from S2014 and S2015 are reported in Table 2. Although we did not administer a lab practical in S2013 (prechange) for direct comparison, the average lab practical grade for Muhlenberg’s majors’ organic chemistry course that year was 92.9 ± 5.6% (N = 21). This average serves as a benchmark of technique proficiency for students who attend organic chemistry lab every week. In general, a wider range of grades is observed in the nonchemistry majors’ course compared to the majors’ course, due to differences in class size and student interest in the material, which may explain the difference between the S2013 and S2015 lab practical grades. We contend that the technique videos, which were not available for students in 2012–13, played a key role in student development of technique proficiencies, despite fewer hours spent in lab. Additional details about the lab practicals, including grading criteria, can be found in the Supporting Information.

### Exam Grades

Lecture exam, final exam, and ACS Organic Chemistry Exam grades were included in our overall assessment of this new lab model because, although these grades are not directly associated with the laboratory, one commonly cited learning goal for the laboratory is that it reinforces lecture content.85 With that logic, students who spend less time in lab could perform less well on exams. This was not our experience, however, since student performances on 90 min lecture exams, fall-semester final exams, and the ACS Organic Chemistry Exam (administered each spring) were very consistent pre- and postchange (Table 2). To analyze these data in more detail, we

---

**Table 2. Comparison of Laboratory, Lecture, and ACS Organic Chemistry Exam Grades by Lab Approach**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graded Course Component</th>
<th>Traditional Lab Sequence Grades, %</th>
<th>Alternating Lab Sequence Grades, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F2012, N = 70</td>
<td>F2013, N = 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2013, N = 56</td>
<td>S2014, N = 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab reports</td>
<td>82.8 ± 13.6</td>
<td>84.0 ± 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83.2 ± 9.8</td>
<td>87.5 ± 9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelab quizzes</td>
<td>80.0 ± 8.3</td>
<td>74.9 ± 9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>81.1 ± 8.1</td>
<td>86.1 ± 12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notebooks</td>
<td>81.1 ± 13.9</td>
<td>68.9 ± 16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71.2 ± 18.9</td>
<td>73.5 ± 17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab practicala</td>
<td>81.1 ± 13.9</td>
<td>92.9 ± 5.6a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture examc</td>
<td>81.4 ± 8.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final examc</td>
<td>77.1 ± 9.6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS OChem examd</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>83.2 ± 12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60.4 ± 10.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are average student grades (%) ± standard deviations. Lab practicals were administered at the end of the spring semesters only. This average is from Muhlenberg’s chemistry and biochemistry majors’ organic chemistry course (N = 21). A lab practical was not administered in the nonchemistry majors’ course in S2013. Grade averages for three, 90 min lecture exams. Grade averages for fall-semester 3 h final exams. ACS Organic Chemistry Exams were administered as the final exam during the spring semesters only. The 2012 ACS exam was administered each year.
selected ACS Organic Chemistry Exam and fall-semester final exam questions focused on specific topics and compared student performances on those questions year to year (Table 3). Spectroscopy (IR and NMR), S₈₁/S₈₂, and nomenclature were chosen as topics because there was a suitable number of each type of question for analysis and, in each case, these topics were covered in the laboratory (or, in the case of nomenclature, in lecture) in the traditional sequence but outside of the laboratory in the alternating sequence (Table 1). For example, in F2012, students measured S₈₁/S₈₂ reaction rates in the laboratory whereas students interpreted S₈₁/S₈₂ rate data as an alternate-week activity in F2013/F2014. Students performed similarly on these content-specific questions from year to year, within standard deviation (Table 3). This consistency pre- and postchange suggests that some of the learning goals commonly associated with the laboratory (e.g., reinforcement of lecture content) could be achieved outside of the laboratory.  

### INDIRECT ASSESSMENT

In 2013−14, students were asked to complete detailed assessments of this new laboratory model. Selected assessment data are presented in Figure 1. Additional assessments posed at the end of each lab assignment encouraged metacognition by allowing students to reflect on their own learning. When asked whether they would prefer an alternating or traditional sequence, 94% and 96% of students preferred the alternating sequence in S2014 and F2014, respectively. A formidable challenge will be discerning whether or not students felt they benefited educationally from the model or whether they just preferred to spend fewer hours in lab. When asked about report writing on a Likert scale (1, strongly disagree; 5, strongly agree), students rated their understanding of the critical aspects of an abstract, results, and discussion section as a 4 out of 5. Student feedback on the technique videos has also been very positive. Several students expressed that they felt more confident and less stressed during the laboratory period, and that they wished they had technique videos for their other science courses. One student wrote, “I learned and remembered the lab techniques much better than in general chemistry because I would watch the technique videos and then reinforce knowledge by actually performing the techniques.” Anecdotally, lab instructors noticed that their lab students were less anxious, more efficient, and more confident in lab; many students specifically attributed these improvements to the videos. When asked to rate the helpfulness of the videos, the clarity of background information, and their comfort performing each technique after viewing the videos, students responded 4.0, 4.0−4.4, and 4.0−4.7 out of 5, respectively. In F2014, when asked whether the videos helped them become proficient in critical organic chemistry lab techniques, the average response was 4.3 out of 5. Interestingly, ∼85% of students did not do additional background reading in a laboratory technique book, even though one was required in 2013−14. In the future, additional theory will be incorporated into each technique video; it is possible that a technique book is no longer necessary. According to indirect assessment results, the majority of students used lecture notes, textbooks, and/or instructor guidance to complete the alternate-week activities, which took them 1−3 h on average to complete. Students were encouraged by the course professor to work in small groups on these

Table 3. Student Performance on Specific Types of Exam Questions Pre- and Postchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic for Analysis</th>
<th>Av. Grades, %, by Laboratory Sequence</th>
<th>S2013, N = 56</th>
<th>S2014, N = 66</th>
<th>S2015, N = 48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spectroscopy</td>
<td></td>
<td>77.2 ± 15.5</td>
<td>79.6 ± 14.0</td>
<td>73.4 ± 16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN1 and SN2</td>
<td></td>
<td>63.4 ± 9.4</td>
<td>59.6 ± 8.2</td>
<td>69.8 ± 6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomenclature</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.1 ± 9.1</td>
<td>81.7 ± 9.8</td>
<td>88.1 ± 11.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACS Organic Chemistry Exam questions related to spectroscopy and S₈₁/S₈₂. Fall-semester final exam nomenclature questions.

![Figure 1. Selected assessment data from the spring of 2014.](https://example.com/image1.png)
assignments. Many students chose to work alone on the easier activities but in small groups on the more challenging ones.

We successfully utilized the alternate-week activities to introduce new material, such as nomenclature and biomolecules. In S2015, when students were asked to rate their comfort level naming specific functional groups and molecules with multiple functional groups, the average responses were between 3.0 and 4.2 out of 5, depending on the functional group. (Generally, students rated their comfort naming carboxylic acids, esters, and amides the lowest.) These data are corroborated by the direct assessment data on nomenclature presented in Table 3 (vide supra). Students also rated their understanding of amino acids and related concepts between 3.6 and 4.2 out of 5.

At the end of the assessment forms, students were asked to provide additional comments on the new model. One student mentioned that, since there were fewer lab reports required throughout the year, she put much more effort into individual reports. Another stated, “I really liked having the alternating lab model because it allowed me to fully prepare and focus on what I was learning”. A few students did have concerns about this model. One student questioned whether or not reducing the number of lab hours would effectively prepare premedical students for the MCATs. This is a question that our department will continually assess.

■ ADVANTAGES OF THE MODEL

Science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) education research suggests that students learn best when they are actively engaged with the material at hand. This new lab model, in which almost all of the work is inquiry-based, allows students to take ownership of their learning by constructing their own explanations for key chemistry phenomena, which enhances learning. Also, many of these self-guided inquiry activities require students to use previous knowledge in a new context, a skill necessary in any discipline. Furthermore, many students work in groups on the alternate-week exercises; evidence suggests that collaboration can improve learning and retention.

Pedagogically, we shifted the focus of the organic chemistry laboratory toward nontechnical skills, which are useful in any discipline. The nonchemistry majors enrolled in this course will not have to physically perform lab techniques as part of their careers; however, these students will be expected to analyze and interpret data and come to a reasonable conclusion based on those data. In this way, the alternating lab model may more effectively prepare nonchemistry majors for their careers.

At institutions that offer a separate general chemistry course for chemistry majors, this model could be readily implemented into general chemistry. Chemistry departments could feasibly coordinate with biology, math, or physics departments so that students could alternate chemistry lab with another lab. Two laboratories would then only require one 3–4 h time slot per week, giving students increased flexibility to schedule internships, volunteer work, shadowing, or research experiences. This model also provides the course professor with flexibility; she could choose self-guided inquiry activities based upon the needs of her students. Moreover, the alternate-week activities could serve as an opportunity to integrate additional literature searching and reading into the chemistry curriculum.

Other secondary benefits of this model include the reduced cost of staffing, laboratory supplies, and waste disposal. Before this change was implemented, our department hired adjunct faculty to fill in organic chemistry laboratories, often with high turnover. With this new model, we can usually cover all lab sections internally, which cuts down on the amount of faculty time spent training adjuncts. Finally, when compared to models that offer one semester of lab (which could be taken at any time), this alternating sequence allows students to more readily make connections between the lecture and the laboratory.

■ REMAINING CONCERNS

There are some issues with this model that will need to be addressed in the future. Chemistry departments offering one organic course for chemistry and nonchemistry majors may consider implementing a revised version of this model, since chemistry majors who enroll in an alternating sequence could be less proficient at performing techniques in upper level courses or during research. A potential solution would be to group all students together in lecture and then offer a separate, nonalternating laboratory experience for chemistry majors. The advising of students who enroll in the alternating sequence and declare a chemistry or biochemistry major later on may also be a challenge. Since ACS requires 400 lab hours, said students would need additional lab hours to receive certification. This could readily be accomplished with a research experience in combination with a lab-containing advanced course. Finally, it is possible that reducing the number of lab hours could have an adverse effect on student development of dexterity, although this was not our experience.

Reduced cleanliness during lab was an unforeseen consequence of this model. Since students only attended lab every other week, they were messy during lab, even after multiple warnings from the instructor. Anecdotally, students seemed to forget the waste disposal protocols more frequently than students in a traditional lab. This may not have been a result of carelessness; students simply were not spending enough time in lab to get sufficient reinforcement of these rules.

After presenting this model to several faculty members at Muhlenberg and elsewhere, we have received mixed reactions. One argument that has been made against this model is that reactions covered in lecture are reinforced when students perform said reactions in the laboratory. As such, students who spend less time in lab could have a lower understanding of the course material. This was not our experience as student performances in various aspects of the course were comparable pre- and postchange (Tables 2 and 3). Chemistry departments interested in implementing this model, however, should use both direct and indirect assessments to ensure student learning is not adversely impacted by this change.

■ CONCLUSION

An organic chemistry lab model for nonchemistry majors has been offered at Muhlenberg College since F2013. In this model, students alternate inquiry-based experiments with self-guided inquiry activities performed outside of lab. Students gain exposure to critical laboratory techniques and develop analytical, problem solving, and soft skills, which transcend chemistry. This model provides students and instructors with increased flexibility, and it saves time and resources compared to a traditional lab that meets every week. Detailed direct and indirect assessments suggest students sufficiently developed technique proficiencies and report writing skills, despite fewer hours spent in lab. Overall, student feedback has been positive, and student performance in all components of the course has
remained consistent pre- and postchange. The success of this model is likely, in part, due to the technique videos and alternate-week activities, which are a significant time investment initially but worth it in the long term. Our department will continue to optimize this model in the hopes of improving learning outcomes for prehealth students.
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